
CLUBZ MINI

Go big on sound and small on the size with the CLUBZ MINI. The handy design makes it 
as portable and travel-friendly as it gets. This pint-sized beauty delivers sharp, top-quali-
ty beats with its Deep Bass Sound and makes all your playlists pop. With the Dual 
Equaliser feature, you can enhance the bass to suit your mood. From indoor indulgenc-
es like Netflix sessions and shower tunes. You can even connect this beauty to your 
smartphone and check on the weather, get your queries answered with Google Now/ 
Siri. The CLUBZ MINI is comfortable, loud and always ready to go.

Portable Speaker
Deep Bass Sound
Dual Equaliser
5 Hours Playtime
Speakerphone Enabled
Exceptional Durability
Voice Assistant Integration
Lightweight and Pocket-Sized

PORTABLE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER



Portable Speaker
Take your music everywhere you go. This pocket-sized wonder is the perfect companion 
for your music.

Deep Bass Sound
Enjoy an immersive and vivid musical experience with enhanced bass delivery. From 
house parties to streaming movies, make this your go-to device!

Dual Equaliser
Tap the power button thrice to activate the Dual Equaliser feature and enjoy punchy and 
enhanced bass.

5 Hours Playtime
With 5 hours playtime, you can enjoy uninterrupted music that you can take anywhere.

Speakerphone Enabled
With inbuilt mic, you can go handsfree and talk endlessly by connecting your phone to 
the speaker.

Exceptional Durability
The durable and rugged material ensures your device always ready for some musical 
action!

Voice Assistant Integration
With Google Now/ Siri connectivity, the CLUBZ MINI when connected to your phone can 
help you get weather updates, change playlists and attend calls.

Lightweight and Pocket-Sized
The CLUBZ MINI is a pint-sized beauty that’s heavy on the music. Whether you’re at a 
party or on a movie binge at home, connect your Bluetooth devices like your smart-
phone, tablet or laptop to the Pint and let great quality sound take over.

Channel: Mono

Transducer Size: 1x 36mm

Output Power: 2.5W

Frequency Response: 180Hz - 20KHz

Signal to noise Ratio: 70dB (Aux)

Polymer Li-ion Battery: 3.7V/480mAH

Charging Port: Micro USB

Music Playback Time: 5 Hrs @ 50%

Charging Time: 2.5 H @ 5V0.5A

Bluetooth Version: V5.0

Speaker
Charging cable
QSG

CLUBZ MINI
PORTABLE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER


